A recap on 2015 and 2016 *
Our dream

Our vision

Our contribution

A sustainable world for
generations to come

Maximizing the use of
renewables & Minimizing
the waste of energy

Our climate,
Our resources and
Our ecosystems
Global challenge:
keep global temparature rise
below 2°C

25% of our global revenues come from
Cradle to Cradle certified™ products
BASIC

510,000

tons CO2 saved
That’s the equivalent absorbed by

25,500,000trees

In the market, we are continuously
improving the energy perfomance
of our systems and solutions
In our own organization, inhouse
programs for energy saving practices and operational excellence
have resulted in higher energy
efficiency

We have taken back the first materials
from customer sites
Global challenge
Address resource scarcity
The growing scarcity of resources
is one of the major challenges in
the world. We believe a solution
can be found in the circular economy

of our electricity purchased in Europe from
renewable sources

of own components
completed with Life Cycle Assessments (LCA)

Carbon offset
By capturing 290 tons of
carbon and methane gases
from waste water together
with Banpong Tapioca WWT,
Thailand

50%

342,000

mWh of renewable energy
enabled
which prevents the burning of

7,315

truckloads of coal

Thermaflex B corps: certifying our benefit model
In May 2016, Thermaflex Central Europe became the 3rd B certified region in the Thermaflex
group, next to North-West Europe and North-East Europe. B Corp is to business what Fair Trade
is to coffee. Starting in 2006, the B Corp movement boards for-profit companies to meet rigorous standards of social and environmental performance, acountability, and transparency. The B
corp vision entails that one day all companies compete not only to be the best in the world,
but the best for the world, leading to more shared and durable prosperity for society as a whole.

43,000

buildings connected

Thermaflex Latin America
As the 6th region in the group,
Thermaflex LATAM achieved
ISO 9001 quality management
certifcation for continuous
quality improvements in its
customer focus, managment,
and processes

6,100

communities served

ISO 14001:2004
On top of that, both Thermaflex
production locations in Europe have
also achieved ISO 14001 certification
through effective environmental
management systems.

ISO 9001:2008
6 out of 8 regions in the Thermaflex group have
achieved ISO 9001 quality management certification for continuous quality improvements in
its customer focus, management, and processes.

B Corporation
In 2015, Thermaflex North-West Europe was honored as ‘Best for
the Environment’, scoring in the top 10% of all certified B Corps in
this impact area. For this we were recognized by Forbes.

community
UNEP DES
In 2016, Thermaflex became a member of the United
Nations Environment program for District Energy Systems.
This way, we can accelerate the uptake of energy efficiency
and renewable energy in the global energy mix, and develop
practical solutions to a sustainable energy transition.

Global Alliance for Buildings and Construction
In the aftermath of the COP21 climate conference in Paris,
we joined forces in the Global Alliance for Buildings and
Construction in order to scale up the implementation of
ambitious actions towards the “below 2°C” pathway in the
buildings and construction sector.
RACE

Realisation and Acceleration towards a Circular Economy
Unique NL collaboration initiative to create a circular
economy through multidisciplinary innovation
Dutch Climate Coalition
Act signed to accelerate a climate neutral society in the
Netherlands. Thermaflex commits to climate neutrality
by 2050

Green Deal
As one of the original pioneers signing the Green Deal, we
committed on working together towards Transparency of
Natural and Social Capital by learning and sharing experiences
in the working group integrated reporting.
This information is for general information purpose only. While we endeavor to keep the
information up to date and correct, we provide no warranties of any kind, express, or implied
about the accuracy or reliability of the information provided.
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